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On continuum damage mechanics

Kari Santaoja1

Summary. A material containing spherical microvoids with a Hookean matrix response was
shown to take the appearance  usually applied in continuum damage mechanics. However,
the commonly used variable damage  was replaced with the void volume fraction ,D f
which has a clear physical meaning, and the elastic strain tensor  with the damage-elasticge

strain tensor . The postulate of strain equivalence with the effective stress concept wasgde

reformulated and applied to a case where the response of the matrix obeys Hooke’s law. In
contrast to many other studies, in the derived relation between the effective stress
tensor  and the stress tensor , the tensor  is symmetric. A uniaxial bar modelσ̃ σ σ̃

was introduce for clarifying the derived results. Other candidates for damage were
demonstrated by studying the effect of carbide coarsening on creep rate.

Key words: spherical voids, Hookean matrix response, effective stress, uniaxial bar model,
carbide coarsening, creep 
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Introduction

The difference between the effects of microcrack growth and those of dislocation
kinetics on the creep of metals was first recognised by Kachanov [1], who
introduced a separate kinematic variable defining locally the microdefect density
[2]. Kachanov [1] studied the uniaxial state of stress using a scalar variable to
describe damage. Janson and Hult [3] introduced the term “continuous damage
mechanics”, or CDM. This later became established as “continuum damage
mechanics”.
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Today, the theory of continuum damage mechanics is a vital part of many
textbooks, as publications [4-10] indicate. Although the list is not comprehensive,
it sheds some light on the extensive activity ongoing in the field of damage
mechanics. Nonetheless, there is still a need to clarify and reformulate some details
within the field, and this forms the scope of the present study.

The current approach to continuum damage mechanics is a classical one
describing the influence of microcracks and microvoids on the mechanical
properties of materials. In this approach , damage mechanics describes the
degradation of material due to microvoids and/or microcracks. The candidates for
damage are touched upon at the end of this paper.

Although microcracks and microvoids are discrete objects forming jumps in the
material response, their effect is averaged out by continuous functions over a finite
volume. Hence the term continuum damage mechanics.

In continuum damage mechanics, the variable damage denoted by  is oftenD
introduced. It can be a scalar, vector or tensor of any order. Instead of the variable

, it is preferable to introduce variables that are connected to the microstructureD
of the material, such as the void volume fraction , which is the topic of thisf
paper, and the  microcrack densities  introduced by Santaoja [11], [12]. Both theQ r

void volume fraction  and microcrack densities  enter into the theory off Q r

continuum thermodynamics as internal variables, being thus a vital part of
continuum thermodynamics. By introducing the variable , the writer is oftenD
expressing that the source of the degradation of the material is unclear.

The energy expressions including the void volume fraction  or microcrackf
densities  are obtained by using a more or less strict micromechanical survey.Q r

It is both preferable and more popular, as several papers [13], [14], [15], [16], [17],
[18], [19], [20] indicate, just simply to refer to some of the many studies on this
topic.

The Gurson Model [21] for simulation of the response of plastic yield in a
porous material is a good example of an old micromechanical model which is still
in active use, although now in enhanced form and referred to as
Gurson–Tvergaard–Needelman [22].

Since the damage process involves dissipation, continuum thermodynamics is
a vital part of validating the model for damage evolution. The key tool for this is
the Clausius-Duhem inequality. It is therefore somewhat frustrating that so few
damage evolution studies have adopted this approach. There are, however,
exceptions [23], [24], [25], [26]. 

The role of micromechanical modelling and continuum thermodynamics is to set
certain restrictions on models. The restrictions help reject models that are
inappropriate and avoid introducing a high number of damage variables. A good
example of having many damage variables is where the authors had collected 27
tensors from different sources [27].    
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Spherical microvoids with the Hookean matrix response

Eshelby [28] studied the elastic field in a Hookean matrix material containing an
ellipsoidal inclusion. As a special case in his study, the specific damage-elastic
Gibbs free energy for a Hookean matrix response with spherical voids  cang de(σ, f )
be derived and has the following appearance:

In Equation (1) the quantity  is the density of the matrix material in the initialρ0

configuration, and  and  are the Lamé elastic constants. The notation : stands forλ µ

the double-dot product operator. Thus, the following holds: . Thes :s ' sij si j

notations  and  are the stress tensor and the deviatoric stress tensor,σ s
respectively. The latter is defined as follows:

The fourth-order identity tensor and the second-order identity tensor are definedI 1
to be

where  and  are an arbitrary second-order tensor and an arbitrary vector,c Pu
respectively. For spherical voids (see Figure 1) the quantities  and  take the_A _B
form

where  and  are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.E ν

If also the swelling due to the microvoid nucleation and growth and other
potential deformation mechanisms are taken into account, the material model for
the present study takes the following format:

where  is the absolute temperature. Expression (1) is derived for a case where theT
deformation mechanisms modelled in  are not present. Thus Partitioningg res t( . . . ,T )
(5) assumes that there is no interaction between the processes described by the
models  and . The specific Gibbs free energy associated tog de(σ, f ) g res t( . . . ,T )
porosity swelling  isg sw(σ, f )

where  is the reference void volume fraction. The (total) strain tensor  and thefr ε
inelastic strain tensor  are assumed to vanish at the reference state. The sameε i
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Figure 1.  A Hookean matrixresponse with spherical cavities. 

holds for the void volume fraction . The terms  and  are notf g de(σ, f ) g sw(σ, f )
added together, since they model different response mechanisms. The former
describes the stiffness reduction due to the microvoids and the latter models
swelling due to the microvoid nucleation and growth.

For the present set of state variables state equations are

In State Equation (7)2 the notation e  stands for the internal force associated with
the  void volume fraction .f

Substitution of Models (1) and (6) into Partition (5) and further of the result into
Expression (7)1 gives

Based on Definitions (2), Constitutive Model (8) can be recast as

Equation (9) can be written as

where  is the fourth-order compliance tensor for deformation of the HookeanS̃( f )
matrix response with spherical microvoids. It is defined by  

In Definition (11) the fourth-order identity tensor  is replaced by the symmetricI
fourth-order identity tensor . This is possible because the stress tensor  isI s σ
symmetric. The symmetric fourth-order symmetric identity tensor  is defined asI s
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1
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where  is an arbitrary second-order tensor. The tensor transpose of an arbitraryc
second-order tensor  is denoted by  and is defined forc cT

The replacement of the tensor  with the tensor  in Expression (11) makes theI I s

fourth-order compliance tensor   minor (and major) symmetric, which is anS̃( f )
important property, since the strain tensors  and  and the stress tensor  areε ε i σ
symmetric tensors.

The effective compliance tensor  can be partitioned into two parts, viz.S̃( f )

where the superscript “d” refers to damage. Based on micromechanical evaluation,
partition of the effective compliance tensor  into two parts given in Result (14)S̃
is a general result, as the work by Nemat-Nasser and Hori [29, Eq. (4.3.6a)] shows.
A similar partition is obtained for rectilinear microcracks in a two-dimensional
body [12] and for penny-shaped microcracks in a three-dimensional body [30].
Based on Equations (11) and (14)  the compliance tensors S and  are given bySd( f )

and

Due to Partition (14) Constitutive Model (10) can be written as

Based on the second line of Expression (17), the following strain tensors can be
introduced:

where  is the elastic strain tensor,  is the damage strain tensor,  is theεe εd εsw

porosity swelling strain tensor and  is the inelastic strain tensor. Equations (17)ε i

and (18)1 give

It is worth noting that Expression (18) does not include models for all potential
deformation mechanisms. The thermal strain tensor   could be added to the rightεTh
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1 :εsw '
1
3

( f & fr) 1 :1 ' f & fr . (21)

εde ' εe % εd ' S % Sd( f ) :σ ' S̃( f ) :σ For damaged material. (20)

Sd( f ) ' 2 f S . (24)

εde ' S % Sd( f ) :σ Y εde ' (1 % 2 f ) S :σ . (25)

S̃( f ) ' (1 % 2 f ) S . (26)

If ν ' 0.2 , then _A ' _B ' 2.0 . (23)

C :S ' S :C ' I s and I s :e '
1

2
(e % e T ) ' e , (22)

side of Partition (18). Furthermore, the content of inelastic strain tensor  has beenε i

left open. Expressions (17), (19)1 and (19)2 allow the introduction of the damage-
elastic strain tensor  defined byεde

Expression (19)3 is multiplied by  from the left and the following is arrived at:1 :

Expressions (19)...(21) help to evaluate the physical meaning of the terms in
Partition (18). The elastic strain tensor  gives the response of the spherical-freeεe

Hookean deformation. Thus, the elastic strain tensor   is the deformation of theεe

matrix material, as mentioned in [31] and [32]. The damage strain tensor  givesεd

the deformation due to the softening of the material caused by the microvoids.
When a microcracked material is studied, the damage strain tensor  gives theεd

deformation due to the softening of the material caused by the microcracks. The
role of the damage-elastic strain tensor  is  discussed in the following sections.εde

The porosity swelling strain tensor  gives the change of the relative volume ofεsw

the body with changing porosity , as shown in Equation (21).f

Spherical microvoids with the Hookean matrix response when ν = 0.2

The following can be shown to hold: [cf. Definition (12)]

where  is a constitutive tensor for Hookean deformation and  is an arbitraryC e
symmetric second-order tensor.

Based on Equations (4), the following holds true:

Substituting Value (23)2 into Definition (16) which with Expression (15) gives

Substituting Result (24) into Equation (20) gives

Comparison of Equations (20) and (25)2 yields

Equation (25)2 is multiplied by  from the left. By taking Equations (22)  and theC :
symmetry of the stress tensor  into consideration, the following is arrived at:σ
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C :εde ' (1 % 2 f ) C :S :σ ' (1 % 2 f ) I s :σ ' (1 % 2 f ) σ , (27)

σ ' (1 % 2 f )&1 C :εde . (28)

(1 % x)α ' 1 % α x %
α (α & 1)

2 !
x 2 % . . . (29)

(1 % 2 f )&1 ' 1 & 2 f % (2 f )2 % . . . Y σ . (1 & 2 f ) C :εde . (30)

Figure 2.  (a)  Stress-strain (damage-elastic)  curve  due  to  evolution void volume
fraction  f. (b) Stress-strain curve due to damage evolution. 

σ ' (1 & D) E g e , (31)

which gives

The Maclaurin series of the function  reads(1 % x)α

Substitution of  and  into Series (29) which with Equation (28)α ' &1 x ' 2 f
yields

The damage-elastic strain  takes increasing value with an increasing value forεde

the void volume fraction . This means that damage evolution occurs. Thus, if thef
deformation of the matrix material obeys Hooke’s law, according to Equation (30)2

the uniaxial stress-strain relation takes the form given by a curve in Figure 2(a).

On strain tensors

In damage mechanics it is common practice to write the following constitutive
equation: {see e.g. [4], [5] or [33]}

where  is the scalar-valued quantity called damage. The relation between the voidD

volume fraction  and the damage  is studied later in this text.f D

The message of Equation (31) in [5] is given  by a drawing similar to that in
Figure 2(b). The shape of their stress-strain curve is not the one shown in Figure
2(b), but it is not the key concept. The key concept is the difference between the
horizontal axes in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).   

The shape of the stress-strain curve in Figure 2(b) does not fulfil the

de



e



(a) (b)
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σ ' f1 (εe,Virgin) For virgin material , (32)

σ̃ :' f1 (εde,Virgin) For damaged material. (33)

εde ' f2 (σ,Damaged) For damaged material . (34)

requirements set for the elastic deformation. According to Malvern [34], a material
is called ideally elastic when there is a one-to-one relationship between the state
of stress and the state of strain for a given temperature. Equation (19)1 gives the
stress-strain relation for the elastic (Hookean in this case) deformation and
Expression (30)2 gives the stress-strain relation for the damage-elastic deformation.

Damage description by the postulate of strain equivalence with the
effective stress concept

The postulate of damage-elastic strain equivalence with the effective stress concept
was introduced by Chaboche [32]. Here the definition of the effective stress tensor σ̃
by Chaboche is extended for a non-linear material response as follows: If the virgin
(undamaged) material obeys the following constitutive equation:

then the effective stress tensor  is defined byσ̃

It is important to note that Material Models (32) and (33) have an identical
functional appearance. Determination of the function  may be difficult inf1

practice, since damage can occur immediately after loading and no loaded virgin
state, within which to determine the function , exists. Such problems are notf1

studied here.
The terms “Virgin” and “For damaged material” in Definition (33) seem to be

contradictory, but this is not the case. “Virgin” indicates that the material
properties are taken from an undamaged material, whereas “For damaged material”
indicates that the definition is for the quantity, in this case the effective stress
tensor  for the damaged material. σ̃

Based on the investigation carried out in the section headed “Spherical
microvoids with the Hookean matrix response”, the following assumption is made:

Definition (33) is “the effective stress concept”. “The postulate of the strain
equivalence” tells that the damage-elastic strain tensors  in Expressions (33) andεde

(34) are equal.
It bears pointing out that the above damage description allows models to be

introduced for other deformation mechanisms. In such a case the damage
description keeps the form presented above.

A clearer picture of the postulate of strain equivalence with the effective stress
concept can be obtained when a particular material model is studied. This is the
topic of the next section.
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σ̃ :' f1 (εde,Virgin) Y σ̃ ' C :εde For damaged material . (36)

σ ' f1 (εe,Virgin) Y σ ' C :εe For virgin material . (35)

σ̃ ' C : S̃ :σ Y σ̃ ' M :σ , where M :' C : S̃ . (38)

S : σ̃ :' S :C :εde Y S : σ̃ ' I s :εde Y εde ' S : σ̃ , (39)

εde' f2 (σ,Damaged) Y εde ' S̃ :σ For damaged material . (37)

Analytical relation between the stress tensors σ̃ and σ for the Hookean
matrix response

Model 1 assumes that the elastic deformation of the matrix material obey’s Hooke’s
law in its virgin state. Thus, Equation (32) yields

Based on Model 1, the definition for the effective stress  [Definition (33)] readsσ̃

When spherical microvoids with the Hookean matrix response were investigated,
Expression (20) was derived. Now the result is extended to cover the damaged
material in general by dropping the dependency of the effective compliance tensor S̃( f )
on the void volume fraction . Thus, the following model is written: f

Model 2 is assumed to have the following appearance:

Substitution of Equation (37)2 into Definition (36)2 leads to

Expressions (38) give an important result for damage mechanics. They show that
in the case of non-interacting microvoids and non-interacting microcracks, it is
possible to derive an exact analytical relation between the effective stress tensor σ̃
and the stress tensor . Thus, no ad hoc model is needed and actually no otherσ
model than that given by Expressions (38) can be introduced.

Model (37)2 is valid for a Hookean matrix deformation with spherical
microvoids [see Equation (20)]. According to Santaoja [11, 30, 36], it is valid for
a Hookean matrix deformation with penny-shaped microcracks and for rectilinear
microcracks in a 2D solid [12], although for these latter two cases the damage
strain tensor  has to be made symmetric. Therefore, Equations (38) are valid forgd

these three types of material behaviours. This was the reason for setting Model
(37)2 as a definition for the damaged material in general. The effective compliance
tensors  for the above three different types of damage are minor and majorS̃

symmetric. Thus, the effective stress tensor  is symmetric. This is not always theσ̃
case, as discussed in [37] and [9].

By multiplying Expression (36)2 by  from the left and by taking ExpressionS :
(22)1 into consideration the following is arrived at:

where Definition (22)2 and the symmetry of the damage-elastic strain tensor  areεde

exploited.
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C̃ :εde ' C̃ : S̃ :σ Y C̃ :εde ' Is :σ Y σ ' C̃ :εde . (40)

Figure 3. (a) Stress-strain curves. 
(b) and ( c) Postulate of strain equivalence for a Hookean matrix response. 

Expression (37)2 is multiplied by  from left, giving:C̃ :

According to Model 1, i.e. Expression (36)2, the relationship between the
effective stress  and the damage-elastic strain  is linear. This is shown inσ̃ εde

Figure 3(a). It is important to note that the relationship between the effective stress σ̃
and the damage-elastic strain  is also linear in the case of damage evolution.εde

If there is progressive damage evolution in terms of straining of the material,
the stress  vs damage-elastic strain  may take on a dependence as shown inσ εde

Figure 2(a) and be copied with ingredients into Figure 3(a). Expression (11) shows
that the effective compliance tensor  takes increasing values with increasingS̃( f )
value for the void volume fraction . Thus, Expression (37)2 gives the form shownf
in Figure 2(a) and by a solid line in Figure 3(a). Since growing and nucleating
microvoids induce the porosity swelling strain tensor , for a porous material theg sw

horizontal axis should include the porosity swelling strain . Therefore, Figureg sw

3(a) is not applicable for microvoids. 

Now, the damage is assumed to be due to the microcracks. When progressive
damage occurs, the strain is not pure elastic strain . The microcrack formationεe

is a dissipative, i.e. irreversible process. The elastic strain , on the other hand,εe

describes a reversible process where the unloading path in the stress-strain space
takes the same curve, but opposite, to the one during loading. If the microcracking
starts after a certain threshold value of deformation, during loading the response
of the material is first linear elastic, then when the microcracking occurs, the value
for the damage strain  tends to take increasing values and the curve will deviateεd

from a straight line and finally go downhill, as Figure 3(a) illustrates. So, in the
beginning of the unloading there are the elastic strain  and the damage strain εe εd

within the material. During the unloading procedure the deformation of the matrix
material, i.e. the elastic strain , tends toward zero and the microcracks close, i.e.εe

(a)
de







 

 

de

S

S

(b)

(c)
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C :εde ' (1 % 2 f ) σ and εde ' S : σ̃ . (41)

C :S : σ̃ ' (1 % 2 f ) σ Y σ̃ ' (1 % 2 f ) σ , (42)

(1 % 2 f )&1 . (1 & 2 f ) Y (1 % 2 f ) . (1 & 2 f )&1 . (43)

σ̃ . σ
1 & 2 f

. (44)

σ̃ :' σ
1 & D

, (45)

the damage strain  tends toward zero. Both processes are linear and therefore theεd

unloading path is linear, but it is not pure elastic.
Figures 3(b) and 3(c) sketch the postulate of strain equivalence in a case where

the  deformation of the virgin material obeys Hooke´s law. In Figure 3(b) there is
a block of damaged material under tensile stress . Due to the microvoids (orσ
microcracks) the stiffness of the material is reduced and therefore the compliance
tensor takes a raised value of . The stress-strain relation for the damage-elasticS̃
response of the material shown in Figure 3(b) follows Equation (37)2 and therefore
the value of the damage-elastic strain is . Figure 3(c) clarifies the definition ofεde

the effective stress tensor  given by Definition (36)2 [see Equation (39)3 as well].σ̃
If the effective stress  acted on the same block of material in its virgin state (i.e.σ̃
when no microvoids or microcracks existed), the damage-elastic strain  (theεde

damage strain  is zero) would take the same value as in the case shown in Figureεd

3(b).
Next, Poisson’s ratio is assumed to be . Equations (27) and (39)3 areν ' 0.2

Since the effective stress tensor  is symmetric, Equations (41) giveσ̃

where Equations (22)1, , and (22)2, , are exploited. Series (30)1 givesC :S ' I s I s : σ̃ ' σ̃

Substitution of Approximation (43)2 into Equation (42)2 yields

Extended Rabotnov effective stress concept

When studying creep damage, Rabotnov [38] introduced the concept of the
effective stress  using the following uniaxial definition:σ̃

where the scalar-valued quantity  is today called damage. For a virgin material D D ' 0
and for a fully-damaged material .D ' 1

Comparison of Definition (45) with Analytical Expression (38)1 provides a tool
for deriving the analytical expression for scalar-valued damage  for a HookeanD
matrix response with spherical microvoids. This is done next.

The concept by Rabotnov, Definition (45), is often extended for a three-
dimensional state of stress and for isotropic damage as follows:
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Sd(f ) ' 2 f S and S̃( f ) ' (1 % 2 f ) S . (49)

D . 2 f . (51)

σ̃ '
σ

1 & D
Y σ̃ :' I :σ

1 & D
. (46)

C : S̃ ' I (1 & D )&1 . (47)

S :C : S̃ ' S :I (1 & D )&1 Y S̃ ' S (1 & D )&1 . (48)

(1 & D )&1 ' (1 % 2 f ) Y D '
2 f

1 % 2 f
. (50)

In order for Expressions (46)2 and (38)1 to be equal, the following should hold:

Equation (47) is multiplied by  from the left, Property (22)1, i.e. ,S : S :C ' I s

Property (A.1) of Appendix A, i.e. , and Property (A.8) of Appendix A,I s : S̃ ' S̃
i.e. , are exploited. This givesS :I ' S

According to Equations (23), (24) and (26), only when  does the followingν ' 0.2
exact result hold true for a Hookean matrix response with non-interacting spherical
microvoids:

It is important to note that the linear relationship between the compliance tensors S̃
and  given in Equation (49)2 holds true only when Poisson’s ratio takes the valueS
of . In such a case, Expressions (48)2 and (49)2 coincide and the extendedν ' 0.2
Rabotnov effective stress concept, Expression (46)1, is valid.

The result derived above means that the extended Rabotnov concept of effective
stress, Expressions (46)1, is not generally valid for a porous material. This means
that at least for a porous material, Expressions (46)1 is an approximation and
therefore should be interpreted as a model, as discussed by Santaoja and Kuistiala
[39]. This is an important point, since Equation (46)1 is given by many
publications, such as in [33], [4] and [5]. Actually, the isotropic damage description
requires two damage variables, as pointed out e.g. in [40], [41], [42] and [43].   

The relationship between the void volume fraction  and damage  isf D
evaluated. A porous material with a linear elastic matrix response is studied as an
example.

Expressions (48)2 and (49)2 give, for a material with the value  forν ' 0.2
Poisson’s ratio, 

Result (50)2 implies that for a low void volume fraction   [Eshelby’s theory isf
based on this assumption], and when the Poisson’s ratio , the followingν ' 0.2
holds:

The definition for the effective stress , Definition (36)2, and the extendedσ̃
Rabotnov effective stress concept, Expression (46)1, are 
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σ̃ :' C :εde and σ̃ '
σ

1 & D
. (52)

C :εde '
σ

1 & D
, Y σ ' (1 & D) C :εde . (53)

Figure 4.  Uniaxial bar model and RVE for evaluation of the stresses  and . σ σ̃

Equations (52) give

Result (53)2 is widely used in damage mechanics, although the damage-elastic
strain tensor  is usually (if not always) replaced by the elastic strain tensor .εde εe

However, Form (53)2 is not acceptable, since the variable  does not have anyD
specific physical meaning. Instead, Form (30)2, i.e. , should beσ . (1 & 2 f ) C :εde

used, since the void volume fraction  is a well-defined quantity.f

Interpretation of the roles of the stress tensors σ̃ and σ by a uniaxial
bar model

In order to demonstrate the roles of the stress  and the effective stress  theσ σ̃
uniaxial model for a damaged material, shown in Figure 4, is evaluated. The model
is assumed to be based on  equal tensile bars. The cross-sectional area of a singlen

bar is denoted by . The length of the bars is given by . Young’s modulus of aA R
single bar is . Variable  gives the number of broken bars. As shown in FigureE m
4, the tensile force along an uncracked bar is denoted by  and the force over theF
entire system is denoted by . The elongation of the bars due to the loading isN
denoted by . The vertical walls are assumed to form the vertical “boundaries”Δ R
for the representative volume element RVE. The horizontal boundaries are on the
top and bottom of the vertical walls. In order to keep the figure simple, they are not
shown in Figure 4.  

Based on Figure 4, the following is arrived at:

RVE

F

N N



AE

F



Microvoid or 

microcrack
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σ( ' σ̃ For bar. (59)

σ̃ :' E g de . (56)

σ( ' E g e , where σ( '
F
A

& g e '
Δ R
R

For unbroken bar. (54)

σ( ' E Δ R
R

For bar. (55)

σ̃ ' E Δ R
R

. (58)

g de '
Δ R
R

For bar & for RVE. (57)

In Expressions (54) the notation  stands for the stress in unbroken bars. Since itσ(

is evident that all the expressions written for bars are for unbroken bars, the phrase
“unbroken” will be left out. Equations (54)1 and (54)3 give

Effective stress  is defined to be [cf. Definition (36)2, i.e. ]σ̃ σ̃ ' C :εde

Figure 4 gives

As can be seen in Figure 4, Equation (57) is valid for the unbroken bar, since
, where , and for the representative volume element RVE. g de ' g e % g d g d ' 0

Substitution of the damage-elastic strain   from Equation (57) into Definitiong de

(56) yields

Comparison of Equations (55) and (58) gives

Based on Equation (59), the effective stress  is a microscopic stress in the matrixσ̃
material between microvoids and/or microcracks. Since the effective stress  takesσ̃
the same value over all the unbroken bars, the effective stress  is a homogeneousσ̃
stress field. This means that the effective stress  is an averaged microscopicσ̃
stress.

Candidates for damage

The investigation already covered here focused on studying the damage caused by
microvoids or microcracks. The obtained expressions focus on cases where
increasing deterioration of the elastic stiffness of the material leads to an increasing
value for the effective stress tensor . Since the effective stress tensor  is theσ̃ σ̃
driving force behind microscopic processes, due to the growing value of the
effective stress tensor , some micromechanical processes such as plastic yield,σ̃
dislocation creep etc. take increasing values. 
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ε ' εde % εT % ε v . (60)

ε0 v ' ε°re
σ̃ & β
σre

n

and β0 ' c ε0 v & b ω
ωre

β
σre

m

e

Q
R

1
Tr

&
1
T

. (61)

There are, however, some other potential sources of damage. The steam pipes
of traditional power plants operate at 550°C and above. In such conditions, the
creep in power plant materials is mainly dislocation creep, and creep resistance is
often from carbides that form obstacles to dislocation glide. In order to make the
role of the terms in the material model clearer, a constitutive equation is
considered, which reads

According to Constitutive Equation (60), the (total) strain  consists of theg
damage-elastic strain , thermal strain   and the creep strain . εde εTh εv

The damage to the high-temperature component material has several
mechanisms. First, cavities (microvoids) develop on the grain boundaries. As the
damage proceeds, the grain boundary cavities coalesce to form microcracks. These
damage mechanisms can be modelled by the expressions given in earlier sections
of this paper and is included in the damage-elastic strain . It is not, however, theεde

topic of the current section, which focuses on the creep strain .εv

The following material model is written for primary, secondary and tertiary
creep:

The notations   are material parameters. The parameter ε°re , σre , n, c, b, ωre , m, and Q R
is the universal gas constant and  is the reference temperature. The quantity Tr β
is the obstacle resistance to dislocation creep and the quantity  is the spacing ofω
obstacles (in the slip plane), as shown in Figure 5(a).

The short materials science description for Model (61) is as follows: Since in
the present model the deformation due to dislocation glide is described by the
viscous strain , the first term on the right side of Equation (61)2, i.e. ,εv c ε0 v

displays the fact that the more dislocations glide, the more they hit the obstacles
producing stronger forces onto the carbides. Based on Newton’s law of action and
reaction, the carbides push back against the dislocations by the same but opposite
force. Therefore, the value of the quantity  grows with the growing viscous strainβ

.εv

The middle part of the second term on the right side of Equation (61)2, i.e.
, indicates that the more the dislocations are pushed against carbides, the(β /σre ) m

more they climb over them, with the result that the force on the carbides, ( )~β
diminishes with the decreasing number of dislocations pushed onto them.
Therefore, the second term on the right side of Equation (61)2 has a minus sign.

The spacing of carbides  is not a constant, but carbide coarsening is a vitalω
deformation mechanism at elevated temperatures. Since no new material for
carbides is available, the spacing of the carbides  grows with increasing carbideω
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Figure 5. (a) Dislocation hits carbides. (b) Creep curve.

e

Q
R

1
Tr

&
1
T

. (62)

ω0 % e

Q
R

1
Tr

&
1
T

.
(63)

coarsening. Since the resultant force has the form , the resultant force on theτ b( ω
carbides ( ) grows with carbide coarsening. As the resultant force  grows,~β τ b( ω
the more dislocations climb over the carbides, which finally leads to a lower value
for the force . Therefore, the quantity  is placed after the minus sign in Equationβ ω

(61)2.

The last exponential term being in Equations (61) is the Arrhenius equation
having the form

The equation describes dependence of process rates on temperature. In the
present case it describes the vibrations of atoms otherwise known as temperature

. 3. The more the atoms vibrate, the higher the temperature . The increasingT T
vibration of the atoms allows the dislocations to climb more easily over the
carbides, leading to a higher creep strain rate . At the same time, the carbideε0 v

coarsening rate  takes values, since it is dependent on the amount of vibrationsω0
of atoms. Thus, the model for the carbide coarsening rate  should have the formω0

Increasing operational temperature  can be interpreted to worsen the damageT
to the components of traditional power plants by these two processes as well.

The above examples demonstrate the variety of potential damage mechanisms.
They cannot be modelled simply by introducing a  term; a detailed(1 & D)
investigation of the microscopic processes behind every single mechanism is
necessary, and the macroscopic model has to be a description of these microscopic
processes. 

The nominator  in Material Model (61)1 expresses the fact that theσ̃ & β
effective stress  is the driving force behind dislocation glide, i.e. dislocationσ̃
creep, whereas the force  creates an obstacle to it. Actually, the effective shearβ
stress  is the driving force, or in the three-dimensional case the deviatoricτ̃
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σ . (1 & 2 f ) C :εde . (65)

σ ' (1 & D) E g e (64)

effective stress tensor  and the von Mises value of the effective stress tensors̃
, which should be vital parts of  the three-dimensional counterpart toJvM(σ̃)

Constitutive Model (61).
Based on the above discussion and Model (61), carbide coarsening increases the

creep rate  and it can therefore be interpreted to describe damage to the material.ε0 v

However, the physical processes behind carbide coarsening and their mathematical
representations deviate substantially from those that are usually assumed to cause
damage to materials. 

Based on the above discussion, Model (61) is potentially capable of describing
the whole creep curve shown in Figure 5(b).

Discussion and conclusions

The aim of the present paper was to formulate the theory of continuum damage
mechanics for an elastic matrix response with spherical microvoids, penny-shaped
microcracks and rectilinear microcracks in a two-dimensional body. The derived
approach allows other deformation mechanisms such as porosity swelling and
inelastic deformation to be included in the model. Other material mechanisms are
briefly discussed as potential candidates for damage. 

Based on the work by Eshelby [28], the expression for the specific Gibbs free
energy for a Hookean matrix response with spherical microvoids  was given.gde

The specific Gibbs free energy for porosity swelling  was introduced as well.gsw

Based on these two energy functions a constitutive equation was derived between
the damage-elastic strain tensor  and the stress tensor  in terms of the voidεde σ
volume fraction  and the effective compliance tensor .f S̃

With the introduction to the damage-elastic strain tensor  the standard formεde

for the widely used material model for damaging materials, i.e.

was shown to be incapable of describing the damage process. According to the
present result, Formula (64) should be replaced by the expression

The criticism is not that the former formula is a scalar equation and the latter
expression a tensor-valued equation and that therefore Young’s modulus  shouldE

be replaced with the constitutive tensor for the Hookean deformation . TheC
problem with Formula (64) is that the elastic strain (tensor)  has to be replacedg e

with the damage-elastic strain tensor  and the quantity damage  with the voidεde D
volume fraction . For microcracked materials the void volume fraction  is notf f
used, but other physically based variables enter into the expressions for damage
mechanics.
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σ̃ ' C : S̃ :σ Y σ̃ ' M :σ , where M :' C : S̃ . (66)

A general form was formulated for the description of damage using the postulate
of strain equivalence with the effective stress concept. It was written in terms of the
damage-elastic strain tensor , but the formulation allows models to be includedεde

for other deformation mechanisms as well. As a special case, the response of a
matrix material was assumed to obey Hooke’s law. The analytical expression
between the effective stress tensor  and the stress tensor  was derived for a caseσ̃ σ
where one of the deformation mechanisms of the matrix material obeys Hooke’s
law. The expression was shown to take the form

Since the effective compliance tensor  is a fourth-order minor (and major)S̃
symmetric tensor, the effective stress tensor  is a symmetric tensor, which is notσ̃
always the case in damage mechanics, as expressed in [37] and [9].

The roles of the stress tensors  and  were examined with a uniaxial barσ̃ σ
model. Based on the model, the effective stress tensor  was interpreted to be anσ̃
averaged microscopic stress and it is defined in the matrix material between
microvoids and/or microcracks. The stress tensor, on the other hand, is a
macroscopic averaged stress. Thus, the effective stress tensor  is the driving forceσ̃
behind the micromechanical processes such as creep and plastic yield.

If brittle cracking, for example, of the matrix material is modelled, the elastic
strain tensor  has to be a vital part of the model, since it gives the deformationεe

of the matrix material.  
Finally, the role of carbide coarsening was evaluated as a candidate for damage

of materials. A detailed evaluation of the terms in the creep equation was carried
out.
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I s '
1
2

(δik δj l % δi l δjk ) Pi i
Pi j
Pi k
Pi l . (A.4)

I s :A '
1
2

(δik δj l % δi l δjk ) Pi i
Pi j
Pi k

Pi l : Astuw
Pi s
Pi t
Pi u
Pi w

'
1
2

(δik δj l % δi l δjk ) Pi i
Pi j Astuw δks δl t

Pi u
Pi w

'
1
2

(δik δj l % δi l δjk ) Pi i
Pi j Akluw

Pi u
Pi w '

1
2

(Aijuw % Ajiuw ) Pi i
Pi j
Pi u
Pi w ,

(A.6)

Def c ' cin
Pi i
Pi n by cT :' cni

Pi i
Pi n . (A.3)

δi j :'
0 when the values for i and j differ. E.g. δ10 ' 0.

1 when i and j take equal values. E.g. δ11 ' 1.
(A.5)

Def I :c ' c :I ' c , (A.9)

Is : S̃ ' S̃ . (A.1)

Is : S̃ ' S̃ . (A.7)

S :I ' S . (A.8)

Def I s :c ' c :I s '
1

2
(c % cT ) , (A.2)

Appendix A

Theorem 1: The following holds:

Proof: The fourth-order symmetric identity tensor  is defined asIs

where  is an arbitrary second-order tensor. The tensor transpose of an arbitraryc
second-order tensor  is denoted by  and it is defined forc cT

Based on Definition (A.2) the component form of the tensor  readsI s

Kronecker delta   is defined to be zero when i and j differ, and to be unityδi j

when i = j, viz.

Based on Form (A.4) the following can be written:

where  is an arbitrary fourth-order tensor. Since the tensor  is a minor symmetricA S̃
tensor, see Expressions (14)...(16), Manipulation (A.6) gives the following result:

Result (A.7) proves Theorem (A.1).

Theorem 2: The following holds:

Proof: The fourth-order identity tensor  is defined asI

where  is an arbitrary second-order tensor. The fourth-order identity tensor I isc
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I ' δik δj l
Pi i
Pi j
Pi k

Pi l or I ' Ii jk l
Pi i
Pi j
Pi k

Pi l , where Ii jk l ' δik δj l . (A.10)

S :I ' Sstuw
Pi s
Pi t

Pi u
Pi w : δik δj l

Pi i
Pi j
Pi k

Pi l ' Sstuw δui δwj δik δj l
Pi s

Pi t
Pi k

Pi l

' Sstuw δuk δwl
Pi s
Pi t
Pi k

Pi l ' Sstkl
Pi s
Pi t
Pi k

Pi l ' S .
(A.11)

given in terms of its components as follows:

Based on Expression (A.10)1, the following is arrived at:

Result (A.11) proves Theorem (A.8)
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